
of metal, and we join hands 
with one another. 

We could stay here 
for days, 
each of us 
witnesses to our own deaths. 

William Meissner 
St. Cloud State Coll ege 

Friday Night Television 
I am kneading my own blood 
into pink clay. 
As I knead, I ask myself: where 
d~es the knife blade glisten 

like 
blue glow 

like a white eye with no eyeball 
madness? Madness crawling like~ 
under the logs of junked ' cars 
between cracks in sidewalks t·11· 
dimly-lit t 1 • 1 ing up 
l"k e ephone booths, squeezing itself 
le an electric worm thro h h" h 

spreading thinner, waitingufnvi:fb1:o!t:ge wires, 
the layers of plate glass e ween 
beneath the silver coating's f b 0 athroom mirrors. 

We ask ourselves: who has been killed? 
Who drinks blood and aughs? Who is guil ty? 

~e mold the clay skin of oJr 
into the shape of a cup 
We drink the grey speechless 
of dead men's dreams. 
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own hands 

aater 

William Meissner 
St • Cloud State College 

Books 
I 

Mostly Minnesota Poets in Review 

\oices ~ Beyond the Wall, by Thomas McGrath; Territorial 
~(P.O. Box 775, Moorhead, Minnesota 56560). $1.50 
(paper). 52 pages. 

In "Gone Away Blues," the last poem in Voices from 
~ the Wall, Tom McGrath says, "I have discovered the 
grammar of the Public Good. I have invented a language that 
can be understood •• ,." And in a comment on his work, in 
The" American Poetry Review, McGrath tells us that "comrnun
;iTty or solidarity--feelings which perhaps are more impor
tant to us th2n romantic love--never appear in our poetry." 
Language and community have long been important concerns in 
McGrath's work, 

But it- would be a sad blunder to reduce those concerns 
to "form" anc:I "content (political)", McGrath's poems are 
exciting because they are never reducible. He defies para
phrase. And his political poems, even the ones that go back 
to the forties, are not dated by the names and dates he men
tions, because his language is his own, not a language owned 
by politicians, not even by the revolutionaries McGrath 
champions. He is aware that the "language that can be 
understood," unlike the barbarisms of marketplaceand state
house, is (and must be) continually invented. So he cuts 
through and casts away cant and slogans, and gives us a 
language of personal observation and experience, as in "Ode 
for the American Dead in Asia": 

Your scarecrow valor grows 
And rusts like early lilac while the rose 
Blooms in Dakota and the stock exchange 
Flowers, 

He qoes not 
would be to 
altogether, 

merely "personalize" his language. To do ·so 
give up the possibility of political statement 

And political poems are the bulk of his work . 

There is a fashionable argument about whether poetry has 
its origin in experience or in language. A man like McGrath, 

, . with one foot firmly plante·d on each half of the dichotomy, 
shows us the foolishness of that kind of argument . Language 
is part of experience, and no experience means anything for 
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a poet like McGrath unless it becomes part of his langu 
The trouble is that there are too few poets like McGrat~ge, 
who realize that the vitality of our language and our se' 
of community are both to be found in the work and words nse 
perform for ourselves and each other. we 

That McGrath's range of experience and his virtuosit 
with words are both impressive is old news to those who hy 
been reading him since the fifties, but it is good news avt 
indeed to find this sampler of fifty of his poems availab! 
at "people's price." " 

John Rezmerski 
Gustavus Adolphus College 

Raingatherer, by Franklin Brainard. 
The Well Digger's Wife, by Louis Jenkins. 
The Heron with No Business Sense, by Tom Hennen. 
In P~t of the Family, by Jemie Andrews. 

All from Minnesota Writers' Publishing House (21 Ri dge Road, 
Morris, Minnesota 56267). $1.00 each (paper). 

All four of these books have been edited by Robert Bly, 
who organized the Minnesota Writers' Publishing House about 
two years ago. His strength as an editor may be seen in the 
fact that none of these poems are imitation Bly-poems (at a 
time when the editors of poetry magazines in the region have 
been subjected to a constant barrage of submissions from 
young poets who turn into Robert Bly when the moon is full), 
But it is not Bly's editing that is primarily important in 
his influence on the books in this series; it is more 
significant that the series represents an important step 
toward the realization of a genuine community of poets in 
Minnesota. 

In an article in The American Poetry Review, Bly speaks 
of what he means by "community." He cites Philip Slater' s 
book Earthwalk, and explains Slater's distinction between 
communities and networks. A network is a group of persons 
with the same goals, the same standards, the same background, 
A community is more diverse--in age, in intellectual 
attainment, in the interests of its members. Networks are 
homogeneous, communities heterogeneous. Networks exist 
without physical territory--nuclear physicists form a network; 
so do doctors; so do college professors; so do poets. . , 
Communities, though, contain children, old people, electri• 
cians, teachers, intellectuals, athletes, prophets, and dolts , 
a real mixture of kinds of people. "The community surrounds 
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. t as the hive surrounds every bee in it," Bl~ 
us, JU

5f the American poet tries not to see that. 

says, 
He goes 

"But o ten 

JO: 
When poets go to t each in a unive:sity, they hope 

. · 11 rove to be a community. But 
th~td i~lwyi it ts not. The English depar:ment prove s 
evi en h t bruised after 
to be a typical network. Te poe, h 

a Student can not be healed by t em, 
vears as • · th 
n, or can he heal them.,,The young poet in e 

ity He sees 
university then longs for a commun • h d he 
the 'community of poets' floating out t ere,dan 

. . . When he has struggled har to 
wants to Join it:t he finds himself with surprise 
join that communi Y, 
in another network. 

f the community in twentieth-
The alienation of poet~ r~~cn of their memb ership in 

Y America has been a unc i k f 
centur k f intellectuals and the ne twor o 
networks--the ne:wo: o T . llv th~ poet and the little 

1 s publishing. ypica ,, h 
smal :pre~ both been attached (however loosely) tote 
magazine ave . 1 gh the century's two most 

. rsity · Interesting y enou , . h. th 
uni ve • , t --both poets who spoke wit 111 e 
popula:t;e:~~u:h~o:e:e widely accepted by all kinds of people
cornmutniand Sandburg maintained a certain distance between 
Fros . . 
~hemselves and the university. 

In the last few years, we have see~ poetry_ s ta~ting to 
the Communitv. Poets in the SckJo,.:''., 

move back toward , d th simu.ar 
Places, Poetry Outloud, an o er 

Poetry in Public t d re 
programs are one manifestati~n . of~ :his i:o:~e ~::; er -
establishing a sense of part1c1paL~on . • is that many of 

. ' Another, perh<'.p S more unpo:.tant, • .. . ~ 
-community. . t -"f''ia•ed themselve s ,nLh 
our young:r poet~lhav~/o a~t~1.~Jh~ .have been out s ide the 
universities, whi e O er po to mind \ are 
university network (Meride l Lesueur comest Of ; the four 

h · from young er poe s. 
finally getting a _ ea~i~g the Minneso~a Writers' Publishing 
poets so far publishe y . ·ty or is current ly enrolled 
House, none teaches i~ a un:ver:i h . in his fi fties, has 
as a student. Franklin Bra1nar •m: r ~h~:t seaman. Louis 
been a high school teacher and a . f . bs Tom 

. 1 . · ·n a variety o JO • 
Jenkin"s has earned his iving i • ter and more 
Hennen worked for several_years as a pJrin, A~dr ews has 

h k d planting trees. enne 
recently as wore . . b d J·ust r ecently 

· ty of clerical JO s, an 
worked at a varie b k) became poet-in-residence in 
(after publication of her oo 
the St. Paul elementary and secondary schools" 

because of this diversity of age 
Perhaps it is partly 1 ak 

Poets are not only ab e to spe 
and occupation that these 
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directly to and about a broader community but also t 
• o be part of a developing community of poets. After years a 

domination_by institut~ons, ~innesota poets have final~f 
become various enough in their life-styles not J·ust • y 

· · 1 ' in the · wn.ting sty es, to be able to act like a community rath 1t 

than~ network. That is an exciting prospect, and shou~~ 
benefit both the poets and Minnesotans generally. It's 

1anguage, seems always to be testing it. He is carefully 
selective, not trusting his words so much as trusting his 
sense of empathy, his ability to imagine things from 
unfamiliar points of view (a farmer's wife remembering the 
thirties, immigrant peasants, a cedar waxwing), and his 
sense of the telling detail: "He takes the warm afternoon 

to tell whether the publication of these four books • hard is one 
of the causes of this phenomenon, or one of the sympto 
· t Th · · · ms of i. e important thing 1.s that we become aware of th 
growth of this sense of community, and foster it. e 

A community may be said to be defined by its langua 
That is a half-truth, implying as it does a linguistic ge. 
monolith. A community may be defined by the range of 
permissible variation in the language of its members. Each 
of the four poets published in this series shows a diff 
f 1 erent 
ee ing for language and the ways in which it may be used. 

Franklin Brainard's greatest strength is in his sense 
?f ro?ts, ~ s~nse_of the land, and a sense of the people who 
inhabited 1.t 1.n his youth and those who inhabit it toda 
It is a land peopled with men and women who speak for t~;m. 
selves. He has a sense of the fitness and unfitness of 
things: 

When I've held life too close 
and been hurt by anthills, 
I think of my mother 
making bread with vigor, 
eating onions though doctors 
said she shouldn't ••• 

Brainard's sense of language seems to feel words as part of 
the environment. There is a language he lives in: "Dry 
summers never leave," and in the winter, "I see the white 
hair/ that grows from iron," and "We knew the kind of mind/ 
that would make a dance hall/ called Bagdad" and "Well . ' ' manure 1.s a temporary thing/ and so are the songs of those 
who sing/ walking behind ' the spreader ••• " It is the 
language of people who talk, whether it is his mother saying 
"T lk . h . I a 1.s c eap, it takes money to buy whiskey" or his 
father saying, as they pass a cemetery, "The ~ities of the 
d~ad are larger/ than the cities of the living." Or it 
might be Brainard himself saying, "I wonder about my place/ 
in the metaphor ••• " His poems are full of voices, and 
several of them are his own. All of them are voices anyone 
can understand. 

Louis Jenkins, on the other hand, seems rather wary of 
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sun like an old lizard on a stone, eyes half closed." Jenkins 
is a keen observer of people as well as of things. Most of 
these poems are prose-poems, and they achieve a kind of 
relaxed density of detail that shows you movies in your head: 

The farmer in his dirty overalls searches through 
years of broken machinery behind the barn, searches 
through tall sunflowers, through the nests of 
rabbits and mice with a wrench in his hand, looking 
for exactly the right part or one that might do. 

His language is always direct--almost creating at times the 
feeling that there is one word and only one word for each 
object or situation, and that he is saving it until he is 
sure we ,need it, saving it lest it be spoiled. Words are 
always in danger of being spoiled if you use them, and if 
the words are spoiled, the things they stand for might spoil, 
too. In "The Poet," Jenkins has the speaker tell us: 

Since I was a child the word meadow always had 
connotations of peace and bea~Once I used 
meadow in a poem and as a matter of practice I 
looked the word up in a dictionary. I found that 
meadow was a small piece of grassland used to 
graze animals ••• Somehow meadow was no longer a 
thing of beauty ••• 

Tom Hennen seems almost reluctant to use language, 
relucta_nt to speak about things. He is a listener rather 
than a speaker. So his poems are quiet, and like those of 
Louis Jenkins, they are full of natural objects like stones, 
feathers, pine trees and frogs, and man-made objects like 
alarm clocks, windmills, and rocking chairs. He seems almost 
at times to want to let the objects speak for themselves, 
but i':tke Swift's man who carries a sack full of "things" 
with which he does his talking, Hennen wants the objects he 
uses /in the poems to say something about his own life, his 
needs and his affections, his fears and his fantasies: 
"Icicles are in deep conversation./ I pretend I belong and 

1 
start_ talking"" His poems are lean, but they are ful 1 of 
feeling, sometimes more than there seems room for in so few 

, words; yet there is no feeling of being cramped: 
r 
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The old 
Are 
Imprisoned 
In those bomb shelters 
I see on the edge 
Of prairie towns, 

I t is as though a magician ha d 11 f s poure a ga on o milk into 
a drinking glass, It is like the trick we see in "Home 
Place": "The old house went down the basement stairs/ 
didn't come back up." And 

Jenne Andrews' use of language is anything but 
reluctant. She uses language in a much more personal way 
than any of the other three, The voice we hear in the 

· 1 se poems is near y always her own, It is not that there a 
othe 1 · h re no r peop e in er poems; they are full of people think" 
drea · d" • ing, ming, rea ing, making love, weeping. But they seldom 
speak. For Andrews, language is a way of exploring interior 
land~capes, more than an instrument of contact between peo 1 
She is engaged in a constant dialog, often an argument wi~he . 
herself• So she uses abstractions more' often than the' other 

-three poets. But none of this should be taken to mean that 
the p~ems are not accessible; on the contrary, they are 
sometimes uncomfortably close, like an argument heard throu h 
an apartment wall. It is this discomfort that is most g 
characteristic of Andrews' langu,age. Language is not meant 
to comfort us, but to help us to understand ourselves. If 
we want comfort, we seek tactile things a caress the 
kneading of bread. Language, for her, is not to be trusted 
u~less kept to oneself. Her poems are full of talk about 
silence and the voice as something inside rather than 
uttered. In one poem, she has someone sa;, after an 
argument: 

You have asked me about silence; 
how to make decisions, muzzle creditors. 
I can think only of things to eat 
and speak to you of supper, 

In a~other poem, she says, "Silence overtook the objects/ of 
my life/ ~y which affections had been made known," and in 
another,

11 
Now, when we fail eac~ other even as we try to 

speak•:• Yet how well language serves her as a tool for 
exploring her own experience! Her lines are often exciting 
tense with images that come unexpected to throw us off ' 
bal~nce, We are never allowed to get comfortable: "My 
groin was hungry;/ I shuddered from it," she says in one poem, 
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and in another she lets us know that even happiness is not 
comfortable: "It is a season of migratory joy,,," 

Though the main direction of these poems is inward, they 
are never obscure, We are always aware of a world of things: 
"Out in the field a bird with the voice of a hinge/ traces 
the dim highways of wire," Because the language is 
essentially private, and because the experiences spoken of 
are private (though of a kind we all have), and because 
language fails as a way of resolving things between people, 
things and events become doubly important in her pcems. 
For her the senses are ways of sending information as well as 
receiving it, and language is a way of clarifying the interior 
conditions that give meaning to the messages, What is 
necessary for the ree.der then, is a wealth of imagery, and 
Andrews is well able to supply that need, Somehow she makes 
her distrust of language work to give us good poems, 

It may seem odd to claim that a poet who does not trust 
language, .and one who is reluctant to use it, and another 
who sees ' language as essentially a private affair, are all 
contributors to a sense of community. Nevertheless, they 
use language in ways that the community has always thought 
allowable, ways in which memtiets of the community have always . 
used ·it, And it may be that there· are more pe9p1e who 
distrust . language than there are . people who are re·ady to 
confidently state their opinions on ·any subject at any time. 
Specialization breeds networks, If we ·are ever to have a 
true community of poets, and a true bond between poets 
and the large:r - commimij::y, we · need, more , poets like these four 
who have a sense of language as something with which they 
have personal relationships, rather than a mere medium for 
communication of thoughts and ideas. These four poets are all 
working at the edges of what is permissible in poetry. The 
edges will either stretch, or they will crack, but they 
will be borders that help to define the community we seek,, 
That four poets so different from each other and so 
different from Bly can be published in the same series, and 
that they all can respect each other's work are healthy 
signs, ' like the quickening in a m9ther's belly. 

The Blue Belly of the World, by 
Press (Vermillion, South Dakota 
60 pages, 

John Rezmerski 

John Milton: Spirit Mound 
57069), $2.95 (paper). 

It is fashionable among the liberal literati these days 
to deride poems that deal with Native American subjects, 
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, mas a t est romanti c fant . dismis sing tr ~ b 
r obbery of sacred art. f t ' a s1e s and at w . i ac s. In any lt orst 
in both method and s ubsta cu ure, art often 
culture, and histor i callync~h bybfrie~dly "raids" on anot~row~ 
exe rt ed on each o ther ha , e lest inf luences cultu~es her 
sacred lore . For criticve r esu ted from the transfer of ave 
r ip -offs" is f atuous· whs o: poets to complain about "cul 
the public domain an'd tat. is. truly basic to a culture 1· tura] 

, o insist · · 1 s i 
between cultures is more ch o~ 1~v10 able barriers n 
~xploitation than of art w~::~ter~stic_of the politics of 
classical" Eastern and~ t er_i~ :ribal societies es ern civilizations. or in 

The real danger f or white Ame . 
American material is not that th ri~an poets using Native 
sacrilege, but that the ·11 _ey will commit theft or 
a . Y wi mistakenly settl f 

ceremonial mask, rather than . e or wearin 
fusion of feelings and ideas d g~ing all the way to a trueg 
one individual way of speakin er~ved from two cultures, into 
~essful attempt produces an e~h:iout th: world. The unsuc-
interesting but wh " h 

1 
~ pastiche which may be 

S . ' ic acks emotional ad • . 
ometimes the poet might be bett n 7piri:u_al power. 

externals of the cultur T er off dealing with just th 
aspects--feelings myth:• o dleal adequately with the deepe 
th • - , cosmo ogies--we t er 

em, we must believe in them If mus not only admit 
the reality of a myth on ·t • we cannot simply accept e 
the myth is blunted, and ~h= own te~s, then the force of 
longing rather than convict · resulting poems are full of 
when a writer attempts t .. ion • . The same problem emerges 
better than merely weari~ i:v::: new my~hs. This longing is 
of artistic failure a f ~l k, but it represents a kind 
· t • ai ure of the im · . in egrate myth culture d 1 agination to really 

1 . , , an se f • What . 
rea experience, but onl ad . we get is not a 
~ot bad, but it is disap~oint~:1.re for experience. That is 
in such cases is to shar th g. ,The best a reader can do 
when the poet honestly coenf e ptoet s feeling of frustration 

t d. ron s his fru t t. , pre en ing his longing h b . s ra ion rather than 
mask. as een fulfilled and picking up the 

John Milton's bo k .. Sk " " .. o is in two parts "Th Sh Y and The Oldest c " Th . • e art-Furred b ry. e first part · d. 
ecause Milton seems to b . is isappointing s . . e wearing a mask h. h. , 
urprising, since he has b •·w ic is somewhat 

that in earlier books B ~en praised rightly for avoiding 
fair to Milton. It i; 'di~f_perhaps that is not entirely 
working with Native Am . icult to be sure that he is 
constructed the poems ::~~anlcoyote lore; perhaps he has 
the poems do not seem to ~reby out of his imagination. But 
to be based on a longing te a:ed on experience; they seem 
coyo te and the coyote-follo un erstand the world of the ower, rather than a real identi-
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ficati6n with it. Perhaps the experiences were real, but 
theY do not continue to be real in the pciem~ 

Milton's language gets in the way. In its attempt to 
go outside the poet's own thoughts, to merge with those of 
the coyote or the coyo te-follower, the language becomes too 
analytical and therefore removed from the actual experience: 
"the pain is his price, he t h inks, / as the open plain is the 

key" and 

One sees the coyote 
only in the sun, 
and hears him only 
in the pre-dawn dusk, 
not his choice, conditions 
placed upon him from without. 

This language is both prosaic and undramatic. These poems 
have too much of that lifeless language. Even when Milton 
uses, metaphor, the figure is sometimes inappropriate, dis
tancing the reader from the natural world Milton is writing 
about: "His ears flapped/ in the wind like sails at sea," 
and · "the hot chocolate river," are perhaps the most obvious 
examples of this intrusive academicisrri. Other examples are 
not so obvious, and not all readers will find them unsettling. 
Milton is a careful craftsman, who can make his flaws seem 
decorative. Moreover, there are a few poems in this section 
which do escape the limits imposed by the difficulty. of the 
task he attempts. "West from the State Hospital" and "The 
Promise of a Place" are particula_rly good, and seem more 
solidly rooted in actual experience than the other poems. 

The second section of the book is much better. Ther:e 
are no masks here. The language is more adventurous and at 
the same .time more immediate, as though the poet has more at 
stake in these -poems, more personal involvement wi th them. 
We get the feeling of a real human voice speaking in these 
poems, the voice of a man able to transcend academic language 
even while using it, because he is speaking what he feels 
rather than what he thinks he ought to feel. He is not 
p~tting on airs, and is more honest about coyotes than the 
speaker in the first section of the book: "Coyote writes 
no poems." The language here is precise and unaffected: 

On television, a known young actor 
says that the foetuses 
of the pig, bird, snake, 
and man look exactly alike. 
I am inclined to believe him. 
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And it is passionately honest and direct in a way that he 
poems of 0 The Short-Furred Sky" are not: 

The land is strong, 
contrary, hot and cold 
like passions of the middle-aged, 

Can you love me here, with 
nothing but our flesh 
to slow the burn? 

"The Oldest Cry" enlivens what would otherwise be a merely 
interesting book (and the attempt to meet the challenge of 
the first part is interesting, even if not successful, when 
placed alongside the many more superficial attempts that 
have been made in recent years). The poems in this second 
part have a curious vitality, even when they are pessimistic, 
that animates this book and makes it rewarding for the 
reader. 

John Rezmerski 
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A Prayer to Murderers 

I heard the vulture laugh 
and it was you. Now . 
ash glistens on my skin, 

If you would give 
me a coat darker 
than a pine forest 
eyes that see 
glare between the 

at night, 

stars 

you would hear . 
my steps like rifle 
clicking on mortar 

butts 

and I wouldn't startle you 
like wind chimes 

as l steal among you un~o!~~~~ut food 
holding your face, deat 
freezing my heart 
as I hang you 
in trees. 

Greg Nelson 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 
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